
Sound & Coding of Data 

Sound travels in waves and is therefore in analogue form. The analogue signal must be converted to 

digital form in order to be stored on a computer. The wave that is input through a microphone is 

sampled at regular intervals by an analogue to-digital converter. This device measures the height of the 

wave at the time of sampling and stores this as a binary code. The sampling rate is the number of times 

per second that the waveform is measured, (sampled for a given time period) which typically ranges 

from 8 to 192 thousand times per second (8 kHz to 192 kHz). The more frequent the sampling. The more 

accurate the representation of the sound. The amount of storage space required increases as the 

sampling rate of the sound increases. The greater the rate, the higher the frequency that can be 

captured. At best, the sampling rate must be at least twice that of the analog frequency being captured.  

For example, the sampling rate used to create the digital data on a CD is 44.1 kHz, (44,100 samples per 

second, each sample using 16 bits with two channels, for stereo sound) slightly more than double the 

20kHz frequency an average person can hear. The sampling rate for digitizing voice for a toll-quality 

conversation is typically 8,000 times per second (8 kHz), twice the 4 kHz required for the full spectrum of 

the human voice. 

A CD therefore stores about 10 megabytes of data per minute of music. A five-minute song therefore 

requires 50 MB of data. Data compression techniques are used to reduce the amount of storage space 

required. MP3 is a standard coding system using compression techniques that stores the sound files in a 

smaller space. MP3 can compress a song by a factor of about 10 while keeping close to CD quality. The 

50-MB sound file is reduced to about 5 MB when stored in MP3 format.  

When the sound is output, the digital representation is converted back to analogue form and the signal 

is output through a speaker. How closely the sound resembles the original wave depends upon the 

sampling frequency.  

In the same way that there are a number of standard formats for storing text and graphics, so too there 

are standards for sound storage. WAV is the standard audio format for Windows and AIFF for the 

Macintosh. Both platforms can also play and save sounds in the AU and SND audio formats as well as the 

MIDI format which is specifically for music. MP3 format, described above, is used to download and store 

music files from the Internet.   

Look at the PowerPoint summary on various audio file formats for an explanation of the table below. 

There is no need to learn these, but be aware of some of the more common formats in use, the 

difference between uncompressed and compressed formats, as well as Lossy and Lossless formats.  

 

 

 

 



 

Table: Common Digital Audio Formats 

Name Ext Date Type Cmp Notes 

Advanced 

Audio 

Coding 

aac 1997 Lossy Yes Also known as MPEG-4 

AAC. Supports various 

compression rates (best 

known for iPod use). 

Audio 

Interchange 

File Format 

aiff 1999 Lossless+ No Original, uncompressed 

Mac sound file format (not 

used in devices). 

Compact 

Disk Digital 

Audio (CD-

DA) 

cda 1979 Lossless+ No Standard digital audio CD 

format, uncompressed (not 

used in many devices 

except CD players). 

mp3PRO mp3 2001 Lossy Yes Improved version of MP3, 

still compressed (not 

supported on many 

devices). 

MPEG-1 

Level 3 

(MP3) 

Varies 1993 Lossy Yes Uses perceptual coding to 

compress signals at 

various compression rates 

(supported on most 

devices). 

OGG ogg 2000 Lossy Yes* Open-source codec and 



Vorbis audio-compression 

scheme (supported on 

some devices). 

QuickTime 

Audio 

mov 1997 Lossy Yes Same MPEG-4 technology 

as AAC, in different 

multimedia wrapper (not 

used in devices). 

Real Audio 

Media 

rma 1995 Lossy Yes Proprietary, compressed 

audio format (not used in 

devices). 

Waveform 

sound files 

wav 1991 Lossless+ No Used for system sounds 

on Windows PCs (not used 

for hi-fi music or in 

devices). 

Windows 

Media Audio 

wma 1997 Lossy+ Yes Offers various rates or no 

compression (supported on 

most devices). 



 

 GIGO  

If data is entered incorrectly, whether accidentally or deliberately, then the information output will be 

incorrect. Information is only as accurate as the data that is entered. If the data source is wrong, the 

information output will be wrong. This is referred to as garbage in, garbage out (GIGO).  

Coding Data 

Data has to be processed to produce information. In some circumstances, a code is used to represent 

the data to allow processing to be more effective and to produce more useful information for the user. 

Common examples of the use of coding include:  

• Gender is usually stored as M or F instead of Male or Female.  

• Banks use branch sort codes such as 60-18-46 instead of the name of the branch.  



• Dates of birth, such as 6 February 1986, are coded as 06 02 1986 instead of as 6th February 1986.  

• Airline baggage handlers use codes for destinations e.g. LHR means London Heathrow and FRA means 

Frankfurt.  

• Postcodes identify a small number of buildings. For example, WV3 identifies an area of 

Wolverhampton and WV3 9RB is the School code. If the code is written on an envelope, it can be 

converted into a series of dots for automatic sorting.  

Codes are used because:  

• They are often easy to remember, such as LHR for London Heathrow.  

• They are usually short and quicker to enter; fewer errors are likely to be made.  

• They take up less storage space on disk.  

• They ensure that the data stored is consistent. For example, it would be difficult to search a file for 

people with a given date of birth if some were stored as 25th May 1988 and others as May 25 1988.  

• It is easier to check that data is valid if the range of options is limited.  

It is possible to access a computer program on the Internet that outputs the full address when you enter 

a postcode and house number.  

Entering the postcode:  

• is quicker to type in as it is much shorter than the full address  

• allows an immediate check to be made to see if the postcode really exists  

• avoids spelling the name of street incorrectly.  

Data is entered into the computer and stored in code. However if the data item is to become 

information it must be decoded before it is output. So at a supermarket till, the bar codes of the items 

are entered into the computer as data but information the total cost for all the purchases -is displayed 

on the till. Market research questionnaires often ask the subject to tick an age range. The answer is 

stored as a code, for example, ‘c’ for anyone who is 25 to 34. This coding is easy to use but leads to a 

loss of precision.  

• People who are 25 are bracketed with people who are 34.  

• If you had to work out the average age you wouldn't be able to do so.  

The fewer the categories, the greater the loss of precision.  


